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Whether on trade, technology, or Taiwan, the United States and China appear on a collision course: How the investigation into COVID-19's origins is adding fuel to an already raging fire.
After the lab-leak theory, US-Chinese relations head downhill
now view the theory that the novel coronavirus leaked from a laboratory as equally plausible as a natural origin, CNN reported on Friday evening. The report comes midway through a U.S. intelligence ...
Senior Biden Officials Say COVID Lab-Leak Theory as Plausible as Natural Origin: Report
The COVID-19 lab leak theory is considered "bogus" by a report published in The Times of India on Wednesday. The report cited multiple pieces of evidence and scientific theories to refute the claim.
Evidence proves COVID-19 lab leak theory is 'bogus': Report Evidence proves COVID-19 lab leak theory is 'bogus': Report
Experts fielded questions about the possibility that the COVID-19 pandemic originated from a "lab leak" in Wuhan, China, during a hearing of a subcommittee for the House Committee on Space, Science ...
House Hearing Grapples With COVID Origin and 'Lab-Leak' Theory
But that does not preclude the possibility that the virus was the result of an accidental leak from the Wuhan Institute of Virology ... the origins of the virus." As more US officials have come to see ...
Senior Biden officials finding that Covid lab leak theory as credible as natural origins explanation
In a recent article on the Mises Institute’s Power and Market blog, Kyle Ward appealed to the subjective theory of value to castigate Peter Schiff for his notorious skepticism of bitcoin: Schiff is ...
The Subjective Theory of Bitcoin
Mrs. Kennedy would do a better service to the reader by mentioning CT’s roots in the Institute for Social Research at Goethe University in the 1960s. According to the Oxford Dictionary of Critical ...
Letter: Kennedy’s analysis of critical race theory is inadequate
Americans should learn about our entire history, warts and all. But we shouldn’t put up with a political agenda dressed up like a history lesson.
Good reason to be critical of a politicized race theory
A scientific review has found evidence that a disruption in blood clotting and the first line immune system could be contributing factors in the development of psychosis.
New theory suggests blood immune and clotting components could contribute to psychosis
From chaotic school board meetings to political strife along party lines, critical race theory has ignited a controversy across the country in recent months.
Critical race theory has become a social and political lightning rod. This is how we got here
THE WHO chief is urging China to hand over vital Covid data and has admitted a probe that ruled out Wuhan lab leak theory was ‘premature’. Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said WHO was now laying ...
WHO boss urges China to hand over vital Covid data & admits probe that ruled out Wuhan lab leak ‘ theory was ‘premature’
Bryn Mawr College assistant professor of education Chanelle Wilson and American Enterprise Institute resident fellow Ian Rowe talked about critical race theory.
Chanelle Wilson and Ian Rowe on Critical Race Theory
The push to control classroom discussion has increased “dramatically” in the past year due to raised awareness of efforts to discuss racial disparities in public school classrooms.
Legal groups issue dueling letters to school districts over critical race theory
Reporting from Education Week shows a vast web of individuals and conservative organizations that are supporting this far-reaching legislation.
Who’s Really Driving Critical Race Theory Legislation? It’s Complicated
Recently, Texas became the fifth state to pass a critical race theory bill. It says “a teacher may not be compelled to discuss a particular current event or widely debated and currently controversial ...
Viewpoint: Teaching critical race theory is patriotic, not anti-American
Alabama might ban so-called “critical race theory” from being taught in public K-12 schools even though education officials said no schools are actually doing so.
Schools not teaching race theory, some want to ban it anyway
Of the calls, emails and questions about critical race theory, just two emails came before state education officials brought up the issue.
No one was talking about critical race theory. Alabama officials targeted it anyways.
I've been a professor of psychology and Black Studies for over two decades. I always challenge my students and never place racial guilt on them.
CRT reminds us that systemic racism exists. In my classroom we don't bury it, we discuss it.
String Theory Theater presents a fresh take on the famous trickster spider from West Africa folk tales. Anansi is charged with weaving together all of the stories of life on earth and relaying the ...
The Ballard Institute Will Present A Virtual Performance Of ANANSI: STORY-TELLER By String Theory Theater Next Week
Opponents of critical race theory in K-12 education think they may have come up with a key tactic in their battle against principals and teachers adopting the left-leaning take on American history — ...
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